
Lesson 7: Egyptian Gods and Goddesses  
You’ll need your Egyptian superhero squad image from last week’s lesson! 
Watch the clip on the link below(ask your parents if they remember the T.V. 
programme – it was one of my favourites as a boy!)  
Listen to the audio in particular. It’s about a team of 
individuals who have different skills that they bring to  
their team, just like your Egyptian superhero team you  
assembled last week should.  
Link:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MVonyVSQoM  
Now look at my examples below of a synopsis about my Superhero team I 
assembled and the description of an individual.  
Activity: Write your own description for your amazing, awesome team and 
two/three of its individuals. 
                 Tip: alliteration and awesome adjectives always add effect! 
 
The A-team synopsis from the T.V. series: 
'In 1972, a crack commando unit was sent to prison by a military court for a 
crime they didn't commit. These men promptly escaped from a maximum 
security stockade to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a problem, if no-
one else can help, and if you can find them, maybe you can hire...  
the A-Team.' 
 

My Super Squad example: 
‘In 3500 BC, a super-deity, mortal-worshipping help squad was assembled by 
their supreme leader, Amun: King of the Gods. This fantastic fighting force is 
there to ensure Egyptian civilians and, for special occasions, Egyptian 
pharaohs, are kept inline and given the protection they deserve.  
If you have a problem; and no-one else can help; if your prayers can reach 
them; maybe you could ask...  
The Egyptian Elite.’ 
 
Individual example:  
         Bastet - Goddess of Protection 
As sleek as a panther, as quiet as darkness, as  
deadly as poison, Bastet will provide the protection 
needed for you and your loved ones. Like a royal  
sentry on guard duty, she will keep a watchful eye  
over your home, day and night, to defend against  
any evil wrongdoer or disease, looking to harm  
your family. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MVonyVSQoM

